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Abstract 

 

To become successful in China is a challenge not every international company can cope with. 

The competition is cruel as everyone struggle for a larger piece of share. Some manage to find 

the “secret” formula, others simply are left behind. Still, the market is too big to be neglected 

and extremely unpredictable to be easily handled. Nokia has proved to be foreseeing and wise 

enough to not only enter that market, but also climb up the ladder of success and stay there for a 

decade. This work aims to give a clear and thorough picture of Nokia’s successful strategy in 

penetrating the Chinese market. It follows and explains the steps Nokia took back in the days in 

building strong brand awareness and thousands of loyal customers in the face of the Chinese 

consumer. Its purpose is not only to tell the story of success, but also to teach important lesson 

future investors and perhaps give a precious insight into the topic. The Chinese market needs to 

be studied and analyzed as well in order to build a better understanding for it. We need to find 

out how they feel, what they think and what factors influence their behavior and finally how to 

approach them. A series of different research methods like secondary data, personal and group 

interviews, and online survey will be used here. The approach in this study will be inductive, 

where specific theory will be developed based on research.  

 

 

Key words: Chinese market, Nokia, a challenge, competition, successful strategy, consumer 

behavior, influence, inductive 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background Information 

 

Since China became one of the largest and fastest-growing mobile phone market in the world, all 

multinational mobile phone companies hoped to boost their market share there.  

Nokia is a Finnish multinational communications company, located in Keilaniemi, a neighbour 

city of Finland's capital Helsinki. Nokia‘s original founder - Fredrik Idestam was a mining 

engineer who started the establishment of a forest industry enterprise in Finland in 1865. Back to 

the mid 80‘s, there was a quick development in China‘s telecom industry driven by the economic 

reform and a changing international telecom market that favored developing countries (Chang, 

Fang & Yen, 2005). China‘s telecom industry boomed during that time and grew faster than ever 

before. This accelerating development of the telecom industry brought an excellent opportunity 

for foreign investors such as Nokia. Between 1992 and 1995, the number of people who used 

mobile phones rose sharply, and the rapid growth of a new middle class in China was also a sign 

of opportunity for mobile phone manufacturers (Törnroos, 2003 cited from Collins et al., 1999).  

 

Most of the international leading companies such as Ericsson, Nokia, Motorola, and Siemens 

began their operations in China in the 80‘s and 90‘s (Fan, 2006). Nokia entered the Chinese 

mobile phone market in 1985 (Chang and Horng, 2010).  There were not many people using 

mobile phones during that time when Nokia was one of the earliest international companies that 

penetrated the Chinese market. That gave the company a first- move advantage. Further on, 

Nokia established many joint ventures with local companies in order to increase sales in China.  

In 1986, the company sold the first NMT450 analogue cell phone system in China which was a 

landmark for the beginning of a long lasting success. Nokia has currently two factories in China 

producing mobile phones. One is located in Beijing and the other is in Dongguan. In 2001, the 

sales increased to 2.9 billion dollars and the export rose to 2.2 billion dollars. It made Nokia 

become the largest foreign IT Company operating in China and enjoyed the earlier success 

(Törnroos, 2003). Nowadays, the Asian country continues to be the most important market for 

Nokia around the world. 

 

Nokia and Motorola are still the major players in the Chinese market compare to other producers. 

Motorola was the most powerful mobile phone brand around the world, but however it was 

beaten by the small Finnish brand Nokia within a few years, especially in the Chinese market. 

Nokia and Motorola entered the market at similar times. Whereas Nokia eventually beat 

Motorola and it became the leader in the Chinese mobile phone market. Compared to Motorola, 

Nokia is clearly a master of localization and it knows better the Chinese culture and Chinese 

consumer behavior. Nokia is a good example of a company that was able to learn the ―rules of 

the game‖ in China. According to the China economic review on April 11
th

, 2008, ―The Finnish 

Company‘s dominance on the mainland is due to its ability to learn the rules of the region and 

adapt its strategy to the local market‖. Some analysts said that a revamped distribution strategy 

of Nokia was the key to success. David Tang, vice president of Greater China sales for Nokia 

added that the company ―needed to have partners who focused on regional locations‖. Nokia 

aimed at building relationships with national distributors at the beginning, but later, it changed its 
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strategy in favor of alliances with smaller provincial players (China economic review, 2008). 

Interestingly, Nokia does not gain the same success in Japanese market as in China.  This is due 

to the different consumer preference.  

1.2    Problem discussion 

 

The Chinese consumer has become a key market for Nokia over the years, but new trends show 

that competition does not come only from other world-famous brands, but also from local 

players. It is no doubt that Nokia achieved a huge success in Chinese mobile phone market over 

the 10 past years. However, some people predict that Nokia‘s success will end soon when iphone 

and other smartphones have been introduced. According to a researcher who is currently working 

for Skype, the future of Nokia is not that bright; Nokia is facing a severe competition now from 

both market ends of the mobile phone consumption. Recent news from Nokia‘s top management 

state that the loss report is shocking. While Nokia is struggling to develop new, high-tech 

products and return on the high-end market, a though competition from Chinese local brands, 

like Lenovo, Amoi, TCL (Li, 2010) and others rather ―fly-by-night‖ manufacturers operating 

without the proper licenses are seriously threatening the market share of Nokia (N. Litchfield, 

2002). The latter, also known as Shan Zhai phenomenon, tends to dump the prices of mobile 

phones, compensating on the quality, but at the same time violating the name of the ―original‖ 

brands like NOKLA or Blockberry (Tse et al., 2009; Li, 2010). 

 

In this growing from all possible directions competition on the mobile phone market, it is 

certainly hard to predict what the future for Nokia will be and its market share in China. 

Motorola and the research institute Gartner Dataquest estimate that small producers will take 

over the mass marketing of low-end products concerning quality and performance (Törnroos, 

2003).  

 

Research, so far, has shown that the Chinese market, as enormous as it is, is also very 

heterogeneous and often hard to predict. The Chinese consumer can be very traditional, cautious, 

group oriented, focused on issues of guan-xi (encompassing concepts such as trust, respect, 

empathy, and reciprocity) but next moment can turn to 180 degrees
  

and look out for totally 

Westernized values, behavior and brands. Thus they become more dynamic, individual, creative, 

assertive, and desirous trying to achieve a sense of status, self-esteem or peer approval (Willis, 

2008). We believe that knowing your market well and being able to think and see from their 

perspective too, are some of the key factors for success even in the long run.  

1.3 Aims of this work 
 

There will be two basic research directions in this thesis work. One will focus on the company, 

Nokia – how it succeeded in Chinese mobile phone market, while the other will aim to 

investigate the Chinese consumer, in general, and later on deepen the analysis into the particular 

consumers of mobile phones. 
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Our work will aim to find out and analyze how Nokia managed to penetrate the Chinese market, 

back in the 90‘s and gain a reasonable share in the mobile phone industry there. What made the 

relatively new and inexperienced Finnish company so big and successful, competing other 

world- brands like Samsung, Motorola and Sony Ericsson.  

We will also try to figure out how Nokia can keep leading positions in the Chinese market in the 

future and sustain the increasing influence of other manufactures. There will be given 

suggestions and recommendations that not only Nokia, but perhaps also other multinational 

companies operating in China could apply one day. These final recommendations will be 

extremely based on previous marketing and consumer behavior research. 

1.4    Research questions 

 

The following are some of the questions that would lead us throughout the writing of this work.  

The two basic research questions are: 

 

1. How did Nokia succeed in the Chinese mobile phone market? 

2. What is the attitude of Chinese consumers towards Nokia phones? 

 

The next supporting questions will also be discussed: 

 

 What factors influence Chinese consumer behavior in general? 

 What strategies did Nokia use to penetrate the Chinese mobile phone market? 

  How does Chinese culture affect Nokia‘s strategies? 
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2. Methodology  

2.1   Research strategy 

 

In order to find out how Nokia became so popular in China, the strategies that the company used 

in penetrating the market and the factors that influenced Chinese consumers in favor of foreign 

brands in general, need to be specified and discussed. Due to the large population in the People‘s 

Republic of China and time limitation for completing this work, our main source of information 

will be secondary, professional research.  Besides that, a number of Chinese consumers will be 

selected for focus group discussion.  

 

The research strategy for this work is to collect as complete as possible background information 

about the company Nokia and the Chinese consumer behavior based on the secondary data such 

as academic journals, company research and internet sources. Previous experience shows that 

online and other paper-form surveys, conducted in China, are likely to get misleading results. 

This is due to the Chinese ―face culture‖, where people try to remain positive and avoid judging 

or complains. That is why, for obtaining as detailed and honest results as possible from the 

market of interest, the two authors have decided to use an alternative form of online survey, 

developed by the Chinese consumers themselves.  

  

The results from the focus group discussions and online survey will be analyzed and discussed. 

Finally, conclusions will be drawn based on the results, related to the research questions.  

2.2   Research methods 

 

There are two main types of research methods which have currently being use in the collection of 

data. For this thesis, it is necessary to have both of them. We have decided to use both 

quantitative and qualitative research since they provide different perspectives, each of them 

valuable and important. Quantitative research focuses on the number of the results and often is 

referred to as ―survey research‖. The aim is to get as many responses as possible from the online 

survey of Chinese consumer and analyze the results based on the large proportion of 

respondents. Qualitative research focuses on the quality of the results and usually is referred to as 

in-depth interviews and focus groups. For this part of our research, we will rely entirely on 

number of professional and scientific researches that are related to the topic. 

 

This work will be completed by both methods since they usually complement each other.  

2.3   Data collection 

 

According to Bryman and Bell, collecting data can be either primary or secondary, no one is 

better than the other. Primary data is collected by the researcher, for example by using interviews 

and survey techniques. A researcher tends to find out the answer on his/her own in this case.  
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Secondary data refers to as literature, documents and articles that are collected by other 

researchers and institutions, and it is recommended to start a research with an analysis of 

secondary data sources (Bryman and Bell, 2007). In this case, it is interesting for us to compare 

the future results with results of the past study. Both primary and secondary data are collected in 

this thesis. A variety of secondary data here is collected from scientific articles, company 

research materials and internet sources.  

 

In this thesis, the primary data will be gathered through online survey of Chinese consumers and 

in-depth interviews with representatives of the Chinese market. The survey is conducted only 

online with no previously structured questions by the authors of this work. Instead, the 

participants have had the freedom to individually design their opinions and answers.  

2.4   Scientific approach 

 

In research, we often refer to two broad methods – deductive and inductive approaches. The 

difference between these two methods is whether data is collected in order to test theories or 

whether to build theories (Bryman and Bell, 2007). According to Burney (2008), deductive 

approach works from ―general‖ to ―specific‖: theory – hypothesis – observation – confirmation. 

Inductive approach works from ―specific observations‖ to ―broader generalizations and 

theories‖: observation – pattern – tentative hypothesis – theory. Arguments are generally used for 

deductive method and observations tend to be used for inductive method.  

 

The nature of this work suggests that the inductive approach will be more appropriate here. The 

authors will use all collected information and observation to step by step create a new, very 

specific theory which will be aiming to reflect most correctly the subject of this research. 

2.5   Empirical studies 

2.5.1 Focus group  

 

A focus group is a form of qualitative research that helps researchers to get feedback and 

comment from potential users. It is usually a group of people that get together to discuss a 

specific topic. The participants are free to express their opinions and attitudes about certain 

product, service or idea. Our research took place on Gotland, Sweden. We conducted a small 

focus group of six people and several personal interviews. The personal interviews were not 

bounded to a specific place. All contributors were between 19 and 38, from different parts of 

China. Four of them were students who were at that time studying in Gotland University. One 

was a teacher working in Gotland University and the other was working for Skype in Sweden.  

 

We spent approximately 1.5 hours and the atmosphere was active and pleasant. Some questions 

we discussed were ―what you think about Nokia‖ and ―why you choose Nokia‖. We started with 

questions like ―do you use a Nokia phone and what do you consider when purchasing a new 

phone‖, then we moved to deeper questions like ―if you choose Nokia, what do you like about 

the brand‖ and ―how do you explain the phenomenon that most people around you are using 

Nokia phones‖.  It was very interesting to see different opinion and why they hold such view. By 
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the end of the session, we had some great feedback and comments about Nokia that certainly 

added value to our thesis work.  

 

2.5.2 Online survey 

 

This part of the research was conducted with the exclusive support of a Chinese online survey 

website – www.1diaocha.com, which means firstsurvey.com. The Chinese website provides 

different sections for customers‘ feedback and opinions on a variety of products and brands. One 

such section is dedicated also on Nokia. This is not a forum as people can upload only once and 

cannot participate in an open discussion multiple times. Here each and everyone have the 

opportunity to leave a note and share their personal experience about Nokia. We believe that this 

type of survey can give us more valuable and frank answers than any other self-conducted survey 

could do. The ―answers‖ here are never simple like ―yes‖ or ―no‖ but there is rather a deeper 

meaning behind them, which gives more quality to the research than only quantity.  

 

The choice to refer to an online survey is most suitable for several reasons: Firstly, it is time 

saving, but the number of respondents is satisfactory (around 200). Secondly, the respondents 

―come‖ to us, not vise versa. This suggests totally voluntary participation, where everyone has 

enough time and favorable conditions to give a sincere and complete answer, which is 

undoubtedly what we as researchers want to receive. Thirdly, no outside impact has been 

possible to deviate or influence, for example, the answers of the participants. Lastly, all 

participants in the survey have been at one point, or still are customers of Nokia and as such, 

they have personal experience of the brand. In other words, this online survey is a combination 

of quantitative and qualitative empirical research. Furthermore, all participants have been 

randomly taken for this analysis. At times their ―identification‖ and segmentation has been 

impossible due to privacy reasons and consequently, lack of information.    

The results of the online survey will be presented later on in several graphs for better 

visualization and understanding. These will be supported by a critical analysis as well.  

2.6   Validity and limitations 

 

During our work, we have used a variety of sources such as empirical data and previous 

scientific research in the area of our interest. We have tried to selectively choose our references 

but at the same time, include everything applicable and important for a complete and 

comprehending work. Yet, we have based our empirical data from sources like the World Wide 

Web and several interest group discussions. Our ―direct‖ contact with the Chinese consumers, 

unfortunately, has been limited. As only one of us speaks Mandarin, she will be in charge, most 

of the time, to deal with that data. Here we need to remark that some ―lose‖ in the translation is 

possible due to the very different nature of Mandarin and English languages.  

A great deal of our information will be collected from peer reviewed articles, professional 

researches and other scientific publications. There may be also other less official sources that we 

believe can be still of help. Although the authors‘ multiple attempts to reach Nokia both in 

Finland and China, there have been no valuable information achieved. 
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3. Nokia Story and the Chinese Consumer  

3.1.   Nokia’s success story 

 

The Chinese name of ―Nokia‖ is ―诺基亚‖ – nuo ji ya, the mayor reason for choosing these three 

characters is that the sound is similar to the English pronunciation. However, it might look and 

sound meaningful and trustworthy in the eyes of Chinese people. ―诺‖ means ―promise‖ in 

Chinese, it is very important that a product gives a signal of trust. It helps to capture consumer‘s 

eyes, especially in Chinese culture – the signal of promise means ―trust and guarantee‖. ―基‖ 

means ―base‖ or ―foundation‖ and ―亚‖ means Asia. If we look at the whole name ―诺基亚‖, it 

might be perceived by Chinese consumers as ―Nokia is based in Asian (China) and we promise 

our product to be trustworthy and guaranteed‖. That is probably why these three Chinese 

characters are chosen and this name strategy seems to work in the Chinese market. There is a 

saying in China – ―well begun is half done‖.  

 

According to Grail Research – a professional research company which conducted a survey in 

2009 among Campus Students, there are four main key factors of Nokia‘s success in China. 

These are partnership with the locals, brand awareness, customer satisfaction and other 

―successful” business strategies. These include ―people first‖ policy, diverse product portfolio, 

broad distribution networks, localized centers and low pricing – high quality strategy.   

3.1.1 Partnership with the locals  

 

China‘s telecommunication industry was booming during the last decade when many 

international companies set up their plants in China and aimed to increase sales. Nokia made no 

exception and established two manufacturing centers there. However, Nokia achieved better 

success than any other international company by working closely with the locals – establishing 

partnerships with local sales agents like retailers and distributors. ―Major sales agents include 

China PTAC Communications Service, Cell Star, Chang Yuan Communications, Capital, Mobile 

SMS Translate System, Tianya Beibang Technology and Aisidi‖ (Chang and Horng, 2010). 

Nokia builds long-term relationship with these local partners and is committed to becoming the 

best partner within Chinese market.  

 

Nokia had its first office in Beijing, the capital of China, in 1985 and started the early 

development. Then company set up manufacturing centers through joint ventures in the middle 

90's. Nokia gradually realized that the localization of production could help the company to 

develop into the world's leading production base. Therefore, Nokia cooperated with locals 

closely in communication technology and involved in China's information industry development, 

finally became the Chinese Nokia global R & D and talent base (Ran, 2009). In 2001, Xing 

Wang (StarNet) International Industrial Park Co., Ltd. was launched by Nokia with a Chinese 

partner, mainly for manufacturing purpose ‖ (Törnroos, 2003 and Chang and Horng, 2010). The 

same year, Nokia set up a trial on direct marketing (even tighter partnership with the locals) with 

China Motion of Shanghai and EBT Mobile China- mobile phone chain stores as sales channel. 

This was due to some other mobile phone chain stores and appliances chain stores that made 
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direct purchase from mobile phone companies and thus avoiding sales agents and in-between 

profits (Chang and Horng, 2010).  Further, ―Nokia worked with Gome Electronics, Dixintong, 

EBT Mobile China and Suning on direct marketing in 2004‖ (Chang and Horng, 2010, p. 41). 

Over the last ten years, Nokia worked closely with local partners in order to maintain the highest 

market share in the Chinese market. We can say that Nokia is an example of a successful 

cooperation with locals.  

3.1.2 Branding 

 

Currently, the top four mobile phone brands in China are Nokia, Samsung, Sony Ericsson and 

Motorola. Nokia is still the leader there but the competition among these top brands is more 

severe than ever before. Grail Research made a list of popular brands that Chinese consumers 

would recognize, 99.8% of participants recognized ―Nokia‖, and then follow by Samsung, 

Motorola and Sony Ericsson. It is almost impossible that people do not recognize ―Nokia‖ in 

China nowadays. Moreover, in 2008, Nokia ranked number one in China‘s branding market 

(Chang and Horng, 2010).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Brand Awareness 

Grail Research China Mobile Phone Survey among Campus Students, 2009 

 

Notes: 1 Question – ―Which brands do you know?‖; 2 Question – ―Which brand of mobile phone 

do you currently own?‖; Grail Analysis sample size n = 505 

 

According to Rao and Monroe (1989), brand name is a key indicator of quality. ―Foreign brands 

help to enhance a brand‘s perceived quality, and therefore, consumers rely on quality cues to 

evaluate their perceptions of foreign brand quality‖ (Wong & Zhou, 2005).The Finish brand - 

Nokia, has been working on its corporate brand name continuously and surpassed Motorola in 

1999 as the world‘s dominate mobile phone manufacturer.  

 

According to Temporal (2001), the Nokia‘s personality is like a trusted friend, the heart of the 

brand is trust and friendship building. It succeeded in lending personality to its products. In other 
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words, it has concentrated on the corporate brand instead of creating any sub-brands, giving 

individual products a generic brand personality (Temporal, 2001). The message that Nokia 

conveys to its consumers in every advertisement and market communication is ―only Nokia 

Human Technology enables you to get more out of life‖. This is how Nokia positioned its brand 

in the massive mobile phone market - bring the technology and human side of its offer together 

in a powerful way. The product design of Nokia contributes the success of the brand. How does 

Nokia create this human face through design? One element is the large display. As Nokia 

designers described it as the ―eye into the soul of the product‖. For example, the shape of phones 

is easy and comfortable to hold in the hand and the faceplates and colors can be changed 

according to the mood of the user. The soft key touch pads also add to the feeling of friendliness, 

because Nokia‘s goal is to make the phones user-friendly. Product design focuses on the 

consumer and his/her needs, as summed up in the slogan – ―human technology‖ (Temporal, 

2001). No wonder Nokia has been very successful in taking on Motorola, as we can see that 

Nokia‘s branding strategy helped the company  to become the dominate player in the mobile 

phone market.  

3.1.3 Customer Satisfaction 

 

In today‘s ―dog-eat-dog‖ mobile phone industry, new phones are introduced almost every month 

due to the severe competition. There is a lot of choice available for customers today especially 

among those similar products. Therefore the customer satisfaction becomes a key to success. 

How to increase the customer satisfaction becomes the number one issue that all companies want 

to achieve. From the survey that Grail Research conducted, most customers who used Nokia 

phones had good experience and were satisfied with their purchase. ―Word of mouth‖ made 

Nokia succeed in all kinds of customer satisfaction surveys or interviews, because people who 

have used the product would share their experience with others, and consequently more people 

would be willing to buy the product. 

 

Grail Research interviewed all participants who participated in the survey by asking them 

questions like ―What are the top three considerations for your satisfaction on mobile phone‖ and 

―What are the key reasons for your satisfaction on current mobile phone‖. The answers from 

customers proved that Nokia outperforms its competitors on quality and function, and these are 

the most essential drivers of customer satisfaction. The following comments are cited from two 

experienced users of Nokia phones:  ―Once, my roommate dropped her Nokia from the upper 

bed, and her phone split into several pieces, but it still worked after being reassembled‖ and 

―Nokia‘s operating system and quality are better than that of other mobile phone brands‖ (Grail 

Research, 2009). 
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Figure 2 Customer Satisfaction 

Grail Research China Mobile Phone Survey among Campus Students, 2009 

 

Notes: 1 Question - ―What are the top three considerations for your satisfaction on mobile 

phone?‖ Grail Analysis sample size n=465;  

2 Question – ―What are the key reasons for your satisfaction on current mobile phone? Please 

state at least 2 reasons.‖Grail Analysis sample size for Nokia users n =230, Motorola users n=44 

3.1.4 Successful Business Strategies 

 

“People first” Policy 

Actually, Nokia has a lot of advertisements and slogans such as ―connecting people‖ and ―human 

technology‖, which phrases are well known by  Chinese consumers. The following is the 

company strategy of Nokia and Motorola: 

 

Nokia – ―To be the No.1 international enterprise, delighting government, service providers and 

consumers‖ – Company Strategy 

Motorola – ―To provide advanced telecom solutions to China by continuously investing in 

technology and developing manufacturing and R&D capabilities‖ – Company Strategy 

 

Nokia develops a product based on consumer needs and features normal people in advertising 

campaigns to represent their consumer. Both product development and advertising are consumer 

oriented. Motorola invested a lot of money on R & D and highlights celebrities in its advertising 

(Grail Research, 2009 cited from Company Websites, Press Release).  

 

We can see that unlike most other competitors, Nokia puts its priority on consumer needs. If we 

compare the Nokia‘s company strategy with Motorola‘s, we can find out that "Putting People 

First‖ is the company strategy of Nokia, by contrast, Motorola, highlights technology 
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advancements instead. Since quality and function are the most important features of a mobile 

phone from the view of customers, Nokia satisfies these needs more than any other mobile phone 

brand. 

 

Diverse Product portfolio 

The product itself is the total quality of ―goods and services‖ that the company offers. 

Companies should be aware that consumers choose different kind of product for individual 

reasons. It is essential for companies to conduct market research and know how to make the 

product and set up production line. Therefore, the successful product strategy contributes to the 

success of Nokia. The most outstanding feature of Nokia phones is its powerful function and the 

outstanding quality.  The Nokia phone is usually tailor-made for individual needs such as games 

and free software download. They used to be big and heavy while they are more stylish and 

thinner today. Nokia phones are user-friendly and always customized for consumers from 

different market segments. Anyone who had used a Nokia phone before knew that Nokia offered 

different price levels from high-end product to low-end product for individual needs. The phone 

options of Nokia are available for all budgets and lifestyles and it succeeds in covering both rural 

and urban consumer market. ―Their diverse product portfolio targets five key consumer segments 

(Economical, Classic/Practical, Stylish/Deluxe, Business/Smart and Entertainment), at prices 

ranging from CNY 238 to CNY 9,499‖ (Grail Research, 2009). One of Nokia‘s representatives 

said ―Nokia offers many different models, so I am pretty sure that I can find one model that I 

like. That is why I don‘t have to consider other brands.‖  

 

 
 

Figure 3 Price levels of Nokia phones 

Grail Research China Mobile Phone Survey among Campus Students, 2009 

 

Economical 

Classic/ Practical 

Stylish/ Deluxe 

Business/ Smart 

phones 

Entertainment 
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Broad Distribution Network 

 ―An individual firm‘s success depends not only on how well it performs but also on how well its 

marketing channel competes with competitors‘ channels‖ (Kotler et al., 2005, p. 857). Therefore 

the distribution channel should be easy to access and available for the customer. Moreover, the 

distribution system is all about getting the right product to the right place at the right time. This 

multi-channel distribution model enables Nokia‘s products to reach China‘s diverse consumer 

groups. Nokia's distribution channel in China is a crucial success factor. It has established 46,555 

retailers by the end of 2006 and penetrated mobile phone market gradually to towns and small 

villages (Chang and Horng, 2010). Nokia‘s aggressiveness is the vital factor of success in 

penetrating emerging markets. What is more, Nokia phones are generally sold at all established 

mobile phone dealers. It intends to produce a limited number of new models phones during the 

introductory period so that younger consumers will be eager to buy them. 

 

Localized Centers 

From 1998 to 2006, Nokia successfully established six R&D centers throughout China to design 

products for the diverse Chinese market. These integrated and localized centers increase 

efficiency, lower costs, and therefore become the crucial element of Nokia‘s global R&D 

network. Since 2004, these R&D centers have helped Nokia to develop new phones for the fast-

changing market and explore the diverse consumer market to meet the local technology and 

product demand (Chang and Horng, 2010 cited from Chen, 2008). Moreover, these R&D centers 

have allowed closer integration with the Chinese consumer and a favorable cost/quality ratio 

(Grail Research, 2009). According to Deng Yuanyun – the Vice President of Nokia (China) 

Investment Limited, ―Through this integration, the company will optimize the resource 

allocation of all the joint ventures Nokia established in China, and consequently enhance the 

competitiveness of Nokia and its Chinese partners in both China and global market.‖ During the 

interview from Grail Research, one Nokia spokesperson said ―Nokia phones have a higher 

quality/price ratio. They are good quality, and the prices are not high. As a student, I want an 

economical cell phone.‖ (Grail Research, 2009). 

 

Low Pricing –High Quality Strategy  

Nokia‘s general pricing strategy around the globe is ―price skimming‖ which usually sets a high 

price at the beginning then slowly lowers it over time. After an introductory period, the price of 

new phones usually decreases where the goal of this strategy is to capture the consumer surplus. 

The price of Nokia phones is also based on its competitors and it tries to keep the price levels a 

bit higher than the competitors as generally consumers are willing to pay the extra money for the 

extra quality with Nokia phones.  

 

However in China, the main stream- trend of mobile phones is still low priced. ―Mobile phones 

with sales prices under 1,000 RMB (150 US dollars) and 500 RMB (75 US dollars) accounted 

for 75% and 23% market respectively‖ (Chang and Horng, 2010, p. 38).  Compare to other 

brands like Motorola and Samsung, Nokia was able to release mobile phones at lower prices. 

The low pricing strategy of Nokia in penetrating Chinese market that Nokia chose was a very 

wise decision. ―The population of developed countries accounted for 14% total population in the 

world. The market is nearly entertained which makes profit-making difficult. The market 

opportunity in the next 50 years will be on the remaining 86% population of developing 
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countries‖ (Chang and Horng, 2010, p. 38). Since China is the biggest emerging market and low 

per capita income is the distinguishing feature of the emerging market customers, the consumers 

in this market expect to pay lower price on commercial products with good quality and services 

(Chang and Horng, 2010). Therefore, Nokia priced its product at a low price with good quality 

contributes to the success in China.  

 

Product design with functionality and ease of use, diverse product which satisfies individual 

needs, R&D model, quality control, low cost and effective production management and 

successful channeling strategy are the success factors of Nokia in China (Chang and Horng, 

2010; Törnroos, 2003).  

 

Nokia has become the dominate player in China‘s mobile phone market since 2004, and up to 

resent years it still controls nearly half of the mobile phone market around the globe. Today, 

Nokia holds the largest portion of market share in China and the potential future growth of Nokia 

still looks positive, especially among campus students. They represent the purchasing power of 

the next generation. According to China economic review, ―Nokia held a 35.3% share of the 

mobile phone market in China in the final quarter of 2007. The firm recently announced that it 

sold 70.7 million mobile phones in China last year, up 38.6% year-on-year. It made China 

Nokia‘s largest mobile phone market which accounting for 16% of its global sales‖ (China 

economic review, 2008).  What is more, according to a market survey company in China in 2008 

- CCID Consulting, the market share of Nokia held 37.4% in mobile phone market (Chang and 

Horng, 2010 cited from Kao, 2009, p. 41) as revealed in the following Table. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4 Market share of mobile phones in China in 2008 

Chang and Horng, 2010 cited from Kao 2009 

3.2 The Chinese consumer behavior  

3.2.1 Introduction 

 

The consumer behavior is a complex combination of psychological, sociological and even 

cultural influence that people around the world encounter daily. Their purchasing behavior 

compounds the entire process between the recognition of a need or desires, through the 

purchasing decision making, to the post-purchase evaluation. Consumer behavior is universal in 

terms of theory, understanding and interpretation, though its application is often specific to 
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certain groups of people and markets. Sales representatives and marketing specialists often need 

to put themselves in their customers‘ shoes and look through their eyes whenever they develop a 

new product, customize an already existing one, or penetrating a new market.  

 

Listening and understanding the consumer, their behavior for a particular product or service, as 

well as their specific culture and values, can make a company more successful, competitive and 

perhaps, even more resistant to competition.  

 

We are aware that the consumer of our interest, namely the Chinese market, accounting to 

around 1.3 billion consumers is enormous and far not homogeneous. Its thorough analysis could 

hopefully give a better understanding to the reader and be useful for further research and 

discussions. 

3.2.2 Through the lenses of culture 

 

Buying behavior is closely tied to culture. Therefore, when we research and analyze the behavior 

of particular consumers, we cannot neglect the influence of their culture (Sternquist, Byun and 

Jin, 2004). 

The Chinese culture can be described as strongly collectivist and hierarchical. People tend to 

base their decisions not that much on their own perceptions and feelings but on what other people 

believe is right to do. Usually the behavior of Chinese people is influenced by family, in group 

members or model roles, for example. It is very important for everyone to be identified and 

belong to a particular group of people. As such, certain characteristics, as well as norms and 

values are typical for that group and being a member of it, one needs to follow its ―rules‖ and 

behavior. 

 

"Mian-zi", or so called the “face culture” in The People‘s Republic of China has a uniquely 

strong power.  Face can be connected with image, respect and credibility of a person. In China 

people try to never ―insult, embarrass…, yell at or otherwise demean a person‖. Then, the person 

can ―lose face‖ and get offended. This can seriously harm potential relationships and business 

negotiations (China Unique and Welling, 2007 for China success stories). Instead, Welling 

(2007) suggests that ―giving face‖ in form of praising in all different forms, can bring positive 

emotions, earn respect and loyalty (Internet source: China unique and China success stories, 

2009).  

 

Identified as a part of a particular group, people do their best not to disappoint or spoil the 

―good‖ image of their in group members. For example, if a reference group has approved a 

product as ―the normative standard‖, Chinese people would try to stick to it and not object (Liu 

et al., 2010 cited from Gong, 2003). They would most probably do their very best in order to 

save the ―face‖ of others they respect and sustain self-pride and harmony. This behavior can be 

identified from the small, closed group of friends, co-workers in a company, class mates, to even 

citizens of a certain town, region or identity group.  

 

Word of mouth usually has a lot stronger influence among Chinese consumers than one would 

believe. Social opinion in China, in general, is often highly appreciated and obeyed. People tend 

to rely a lot more on their families‘ and friends‘ opinions than on more formal and traditional 
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advertising (Dixit, St-Maurice and Tsai, 2008 and McEwen et al., 2006). Yi-you (2004) adds that 

due to their collectivist character, people tend to communicate and rely more on word of mouth 

and ingroup communication as their interaction with other group members is usually intensive 

and on regular basis. Thus, the information has good chances to spread really fast over a large 

number of people. The behavior of the Chinese consumer can change in no time by receiving 

personal experience of someone she knows and respects. Such personal experience or advice 

would worth a lot more than a shiny, ―looking- perfect‖ commercial, for instance. At the same 

time, research shows that when a new product is introduced in the Chinese market, traditional 

advertising like TV and newspapers commercials seem to play a central role in familiarizing the 

consumer with the product, providing first impression and awareness (Giele, 2009). This is 

especially relevant for some luxury good and electronics, according to Dixit, St-Maurice and 

Tsai (2008). 

 

Liu et al. (2010) claim that ―ingroup influence‖ for example has a greater impact on the Chinese 

consumer than traditional marketing efforts.  

 

Neglecting the power of word of mouth, being part of social media, can be very harmful and 

even costly for companies. Instead, evidence suggests that word of mouth should be taken into 

consideration when the Chinese consumer behavior is being discussed and targeted.  

The power of word of mouth, being a part of social media, will be touched further on in our 

discussion. 

3.2.3 Buying behavior of the Chinese consumer 

 

The following figure represents the Chinese consumer behavior compared between 2007 and 

2008. The survey shows that most of the purchasing decisions, around 70-80 percent happen in 

the store and in the last minute. That means that the consumer usually is not very loyal to 

particular brands but is rather searching for the best deals and value for the money, as well as 

last-minute influence or arisen feelings at the spot. The comparison between the two researched 

years show that people preferred to base their purchasing decisions on that product which was 

considered as ―most suitable‖. More and more people seemed interested in purchasing products 

on special promotions and perhaps get something valuable for a very reasonable price. Their 

number grew from 20 percent in 2007 to 26 percent the year after. Only a small portion of the 

―surveyed‖ population made decision already before entering the store. These decisions were 

based primarily on personal opinions and feelings. Interestingly, the percentage of that group 

dropped from 30 to 22 percent over the same period. 

 

It is crucial to remark here that Chinese consumers rely to a great extent on different inducement 

offered in stores and rarely make up their minds beforehand. Companies should bare in mind this 

fact and search for suitable in- store incentives that could encourage purchases.   
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Figure 5 Chinese Consumer Behavior: A comparison between 2007 and 2008 

McKinsey surveys of Chinese consumers                

       

Information search 

This is the place where marketers can most accurately reach their customers. This is also the 

process where customers gather important information about products and make up their mind 

for future purchases. The following table gives a quantitative data about the different sources of 

information used by the Chinese consumer. The table provides even a comparison figures 

between year 2007 and 2008.  

 

Most important of all are the recommendations given from friends and family, which tend to 

even increase in meaning in the future. Liu et al. (2010 p. 2) cited from Zhou and Wong (2008) 

who believe that in strongly collectivist cultures ―the value placed on the ingroup has 

traditionally encouraged Chinese consumers to turn to family, relatives, and friends, rather than 

marketers, for trustworthy product information before making purchase decisions‖. TV ads and 

newspapers also seem to be a significant source of information, although their power is much 

less significant. What is really interesting to point out here, is the relatively new trend that is 

gaining positions nowadays, namely the Internet advertising and publication. Even if their 

significance is only 2 to 4 per cent, according to the table, their impact on the consumers has 

increased in 2008 with some 30 per cent. In other words, consumers in China are more likely to 

rely on unofficial providers of information and recommendations than other standard and 

perhaps more commercial such.  
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Figure 6 Information Search of Chinese Consumers 

McKinsey surveys of Chinese consumers                

  

3.2.4 Brand effect on consumer behavior in China 

 

According to Dixit, St-Maurice and Tsai (2008) the Chinese consumer tends to build a ―short list 

of preferred brands‖ (Giele, 2009) and it is more likely to refer to it than ―risk‖ with another, 

unfamiliar brand. At the same time, as the inflation in the country rises, the consumer can 

become less brand-loyal due to price sensitivity. A research from 2008 shows that although there 

is usually a set of preferred brands, where consumers are often willing to pay a little extra, some 

37 per cent of the participants make their final decisions at the spot, based on sales and different 

in store promotions (Dixit, St-Maurice and Tsai 2008). Therefore, store displays and salespeople 

who act as sales consultants can be crucial influences on such last-minute decisions.   

Yi-you (2004) warns here that customers do not feel comfortable if the salesman acts offensively, 

intruding his help without a request. That can make the Chinese customer feel uneasy and prefer 

to leave the shop as soon as possible. Instead, people like to be left alone to make their choices, 

but knowing that they can get assistance anytime they want, can be highly appreciated too.  

 

A research on price perceptions among Chinese consumers, shows that what makes customers 

buy specific, perhaps brand products is primarily the value behind the product and its 

performance for the money (Sternquist, Byun and Jin, 2004). That makes them very price 

conscious, trying to get the best deal for the money. Sternquist, Byun and Jin (2004) advice 

multi-national companies which aim to enter the Chinese market should use ―price adaptation 

and different promotion strategies‖. 
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Dixit, St-Maurice and Tsai (2008 p.2) later on state that ―…once Chinese consumers recognize a 

brand, they are likely to assume that it offers better quality and are willing to pay a premium for 

it.‖ Yi-you (2004 p.11) on the other hand remarks that Chinese consumers have become more 

aware of factors like ―…style, quality, cutting & fitting, colour, ease of maintenance, the service 

of the salespeople, price, and shop image‖. That can make them more product demanding and in 

some cases even less brand loyal.   

 
Due to the increase in income and better social life, people have started to value other qualities 

like “aesthetic and social value‖ than just the simple functions of a product (Yi-you, 2004). It is 

interesting to mention here that the average consumer usually does not want to be among the first 

to try a new product, especially if it is of foreign origin and costly. Still, they do not want to 

stand behind their ―neighbours‖ and not keep up with trends and fashion (Yi-you, 2004). 

 

Consumers in China are less brand-conscious when it comes to products of personal use; then 

they are also more price- conscious. Their attitude changes when the use of specific products 

becomes more of a ―social occasion or ceremony‖ kind. In that case, the Chinese consumer gets 

more brand-conscious and the price sensitivity declines. ―Under such circumstances, prestige, 

brand name, and packaging are prevailing criteria for purchase.‖ (Sternquist, Byun and Jin, 2004 

cited from Lowe and Corkindale, 1998)  

 

Mostly valued among the Chinese consumers are the ―specialty stores‖. Usually, there stores are 

―supplied by specific brands‖ where salesmen are well-trained for professional guidance and best 

service. Along with the displayed product, customers want to find detailed information of the 

product‘s features (Yi-you, 2004). The same author remarks that specialty stores have great 

potential for development in China. 

3.2.5 Western versus Eastern attitude and behavior 

 

Values and behavior  

The contemporary Chinese consumer has the possibility to freely shift between traditional values 

and foreign such, especially when it comes to purchasing experience. Willis (2008) remarks that 

Chinese consumers prefer to go shopping with friends. Of course these groups are not formed 

spontaneously, but on the basis of different networks and specific character. These groups tend to 

be very flexible in terms of perceptions and behavior but they almost always have certain impact 

on the consumer. The activities of the group can shift between two completely different poles of 

values and attitude without even noticing the significant change.  

 

A recent research shows that contemporary Chinese consumers feel equally comfortable when 

they are pursuing traditional values and experience and international alike.  One moment, they 

could feel at home and enjoy typical local values and norms like Chinese language, ―Guan-Xi‖ 

relationship‖, products, smells and experience. In this situation, the consumer feels and belongs 

to a group of people. The individual is seldom acknowledged; instead, the group as a whole has 

the ultimate word. The next moment, the very same group can switch to entirely different values 

of Western, foreign languages, fashionable, international brands and products, less familiar 
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experience. Here, the individual has a greater power to choose and follow his own desires and be 

more proactive and dynamic than otherwise.  

 

Willis (2008 p.279) claims that ―the higher the perceived value of the product or service, the 

greater the tendency … to purchase well-known (and original) branded products and services‖ as 

they reflect on ―perceived value, image (to oneself and to others), and status‖. The feeling to be 

―…wealthy, international, trendy, and successful‖ is important for many Chinese consumers.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 Influence Factors for Chinese Consumers  

Willis, M (2008) 

 

The whole environment of the store is very important to give right perception to the customers 

for foreign products and experience. If they notice even a tiny detail that does not seem to fit in 

their previously built picture, they can in no time switch their intentions and leave the store.  

 

There are different factors that have significant impact on Chinese consumers. As it is shown on 

the table, these factors are split in several groups.  

These factors can be internal or external for the group. The internal influence is usually caused 

by some more dominant group members like relatives, behavior and nature of conversations. The 

physical image of streets, shopping malls, store design, and product features, are among the 

external impacts.  

 

Perceptions and attitude 

There are different perceptions behind the purchase and possession of Western or Eastern 

products. Chinese consumers, especially younger generations living in larger cities, associate 

Western products with ―individualistic values of ambition, pleasure, and achievement‖. At the 
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same time, by choosing Eastern and local products, other equally significant values like harmony 

and loyalty are being pursued (Liu et al., 2010 cited Takano and Sogon, 2008).  

 

If up till some years ago the Chinese consumer was seen as strongly nationalist in terms of 

purchase preferences, nowadays the trust and loyalty towards local brands lose positions, 

especially in largest cities (Dixit, St-Maurice and Tsai, 2008).  
 

It is worth to mention that consumers often encounter difficulties in identifying the country of 

origin of products and brands. In cases where the products have been modified and accustomed 

to the local needs and preferences, it gets hard to notice that the product actually may have a 

foreign background (Dixit, St-Maurice and Tsai, 2008).  

 

Behind the interest for foreign products often lies the idea ―for improved choice and value‖ 

rather than just buying Western brands. Liu et al. (2010) cited from Zhao (1998) and Zhou and 

Hui (2003) continue by saying that Chinese consumers are willing to pay a higher price for a 

product that is perceived as having a better brand image, better quality and performance, and 

after-sales service than the local, cheaper ones usually have.  Willis (2008, p. 292) develops this 

meaning with association for being ―…chic, trendy, smart, clever, naughty, fun, assertive, 

dynamic, individual, independent‖. McEwen et al. (2006) state that due to the lower overall 

quality and performance of the local products, Chinese consumers, especially young, 

independent and urban citizens are getting more and more interested in buying foreign products. 

At the same time, we have to point out that the number of Chinese consumers is enormous, not 

even most of them have always the financial ability to freely choose what they want to buy 

(McEwen et al., 2006). Still, the country is under a transition period with less developed rural 

areas, where people struggle for better life standards and higher income.  
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4. Empirical findings 

4.1 Focus group  

 

The feedback from this ―six- people focus group‖ is valuable and interesting, and here we 

present it in a ―question and answer‖ way since the form of the focus group was question based. 

The topic of the focus group is ―Chinese consumer behavior towards Nokia phones‖. All 

participants are encouraged to express their own feelings and thoughts, and no answer is right or 

wrong. The aim of the focus group is to get some basic ideas of what Chinese consumers think 

about Nokia since only six people could not represent the thoughts of the whole Chinese market.  

 

What is your favorite mobile phone brand and what other brands do you know? 

The participants in the focus group shared their opinions and thoughts about mobile phones 

especially Nokia phones. Most of them chose Nokia as their favorite brand except one person 

who does not have a favorite brand. Nokia, Samsung, Sony Ericsson and Motorola and a few 

local brands are familiar and recognized by all participants in the focus group. None of the 

participants said he or she does not recognize Nokia, so do their friends and families as they 

claimed. The brand recognition of Nokia is very high among Chinese consumers. 

 

What is the brand of your current mobile phone and how long have you been using it? 

Four participants presently use Nokia. One young girl has Samsung and two men own Apple 

iphones. The three participants who did not have Nokia phones claimed that they used to have a 

Nokia phone and just changed to new phones due to fashion and technology. The rest, who own 

Nokia phones now, claimed that they had been with the brand for more than three years. 

Interestingly, one man who owned an Apple iphone said that he might switch back to Nokia 

because his iphone did not work well since he had dropped it into the water by mistake.  

 

Does mobile brands influence on your buying decision? 

Most participants said ―yes‖ to this question. It seems that brand names have a big effect on most 

Chinese consumers and all of them agree with each other on this point. However, two 

participants claimed that they do not really care about the brand as long as the phone is good for 

the money, but they still admit that they might care about the brand when they choose other 

products such as electronic items. We can see that brand name does influence Chinese 

consumer‘s buying decision in some degree.  

 

Do you have a budget when you buy a mobile phone and how much you prefer to pay? 

Six of the participants claimed that they do have a budget when they decide to purchase a mobile 

phone. The students are willing to pay between 100 and 300 US dollars for a phone. The workers 

are willing to pay up to 800 US dollars for a phone especially the one who works for Skype as a 

researcher – a successful white-collar worker. He said that ―a nice phone gives you good face‖.  

Here again, there is a market for ―face‖ phones (expensive ones) in Chinese mobile phone 

market. Nokia‘s diverse product portfolio seems to work well in the Chinese market.  
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How/where do you get information when you want to buy a mobile phone? 

All of the participants claimed that they will search the internet especially the discussion forums 

for a certain type of phone they want and see how others comment on it. Of course, they might 

also ask their friends and families for opinions, even someone else who knows better about 

mobile phones. It is almost a ―must do‖ thing now for Chinese consumers to look at different 

discussion forums and get an idea whether or not to purchase the phone they are interested in.   

 

What factors do you consider when purchasing a cell phone? 

There is no doubt that quality is the most important factor when choosing a mobile phone for all 

participants. A young girl, however, pointed out that the design and style are more important for 

her besides quality. In general, quality and price are the top two factors that all participants will 

consider when purchasing a cell phone, it then follows by brand image, function/performance 

and appearance. Since most of the participants are male, we assume that is why appearance falls 

behind.  

 

What is your opinion about Nokia phones/what do you think of Nokia phones? 

When people talk about Nokia in China, ―word of mouth‖ and ―strong brand image‖ are the most 

frequent phrases that are associated with this brand. Nokia phones are waterproof and broken-

resistant. Five participants claimed that they dropped Nokia phones in the water or on the floor 

several times by mistake, but the phone still worked well after all. Moreover, some people 

claimed that the phone sometimes had problems like ―system block‖ or ―white screen‖ but still 

not big issues. All participants agreed on that the simpler the phone was the better performance it 

had. This seems apply to all mobile phones not just Nokia‘s.  

 

If you choose a Nokia phone, what do you like about it/why do you choose Nokia? 

Four contributors stated that most of their friends and families were loyal customers of Nokia. It 

is quite common to hear people in China who use Nokia before always have positive feedback 

and would like to purchase Nokia again. The quality is the key reason they choose the brand and 

its customized design is a plus. Back to a few years, Nokia phones used to be big and heavy with 

non eye-catching design, but nowadays they look exquisite and stylish. This is why more and 

more people choose Nokia because they move with customer‘s demand.  

 

Do you think Nokia will continue to succeed in China and why? 

One person who works in the IT field affirmed that Nokia was going to die in the near future due 

to the Apple iphone smart phone competition. He stated that Nokia was losing its market share 

and nothing could stop this trend, whereas other participants held completely different view. 

They believed that Nokia had established such a strong brand image in the Chinese mobile phone 

market and years of experience would help Nokia to go through this tough time now. It is hard to 

predict the future of Nokia, but we have faith in Nokia because ―high-tech‖ competition never 

ends.  

 

How do you explain that Nokia phones are so popular in China? 

This has a lot to do with the Chinese culture – follow the crowd. All participants seemed agree 

on that. As mentioned early about the Chinese culture, people tend to base their decisions on 

what other people believe is right to do. Because of the popularity of Nokia, it is almost 
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impossible not to have a Nokia phone since everybody has one. The strong collectivist culture 

makes Nokia even more popular in China.  

4.2 Survey feedback  

 

This online survey was performed through the Chinese website http://1diaocha.com/, which 

means firstsurvey.com. The opinions and personal experience of 200 persons have been collected 

and analyzed here. The two authors have not been able to influence these data in any way, nor 

the type of respondents. Although we talk about ―number‖ of participants and present their 

answers also in numbers, the purpose of this survey is first of all to give qualitative results.  

The interpretation of the data has not been always simple and clear but we have tried to give 

meaning to every answer and provide a complete but also objective picture of the findings. 

 

The answers have been grouped in five clusters, each of them representing key aspect of Nokia 

as a brand and its products‘ performance. The aim of this survey is to show how Nokia‘s 

customers in China perceive the company. The authors have tried to take into consideration the 

brand‘s physical, visual and perceptional product performance through these five clusters. The 

physical quality, the brand image, the visual appearance, the function, and lastly the price levels 

have been identified and scrutinized. 

 

Finally, what is really noteworthy here is to remark which qualities the respondents mentioned 

most, and which less. The outcome of this will show also what exactly makes Nokia a strong and 

preferred brand among its Chinese consumers. We have selected a few examples showing 

different perspectives of Nokia‘s customers in China. For this, please refer to appendix 1. All 

200 responses are gathered in appendix 2. The numbers on the left side on the page indicate each 

respondent. The answers in red colour and italic letters indicate negative experience and 

opinions. 

4.2.1 Quality 

 

Our research shows that most appreciated is the quality of Nokia‘s mobile phones. Almost all 

200 participants mention quality as a primary association with the phones. Around 73 of them 

think that Nokia phones are resistant on shocks and durable in time (24). More than 40 

respondents claim that the phones have good overall performance and when the phone is dropped 

by accident in the laundry machine or exposed otherwise on water, it seemed to recover well.   

The durability of the battery, in general, is considered an important characteristic for a mobile 

phone. Here the answers are more or less evenly spread for long lasting and short lasting 

batteries (16 and 10 respectively). Finally, the good service of salespeople has also been 

mentioned in 14 answers. Other qualities like speed, instability and keypad are of minor interest. 

 

One participant compared Nokia with Samsung and stated that Samsung had developed better 

display but Nokia had better battery-life and overall quality. 

Another tested the resistance of his phone by breaking a walnut with it. Nokia happened to be 

stronger.                                                    

                                                       

http://1diaocha.com/
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Table 1 Quality estimation of Nokia 

 

4.2.2 Brand Image 

 

The brand image has already proved to us its importance, especially when the Chinese consumer 

is discussed. The data of this survey shows that what makes Nokia so popular and preferable 

among consumers is first of all its good image (20 respondents out of 200) for high quality and 

the power of word of mouth (13). Around 37 confess being loyal to the brand for reasons like the 

whole family uses Nokia, satisfaction of the brand, or experience with other brands where Nokia 

prevailed in quality and performance. It is hard to say what makes Nokia trustworthy in the 

minds of its customers. Probably partly it is the influence of others on them through word of 

mouth and partly the good image of a reliable and of high class Western company.  

 

Nokia has built a strong image of a brand that produces resistant and unfailing mobile phones. 

Some people even state that they have been so pleased with their phones that they intend to buy 

Nokia in the future as well. There is even a saying that ―you can never break Nokia‖. 

 

A respondent wrote about his disappointment of Nokia despite its good brand image. He then 

switched to LG but later realized that he was even less satisfied with it. In the end, he went back 

to Nokia. Several customers share that they have had experience with other brands as well, both 

local and foreign, but Nokia proves to be best. That makes them loyal to the brand.                                                 
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Table 2 Brand Image of Nokia in China 

 

 

4.2.3 Appearance 

 

In general, most respondents find the appearance of the phones good (17) and classic (9). Some 

describe their phones as fashionable (9) while few think that the phones are rather old- fashioned 

or with weak design (6). Features like screen size, weight and shapes (accustomed to different 

tastes) are also presented but with less importance in this survey. Customers remark that the 

shape touch of Nokia is not as sophisticated as those of Samsung and LG, for example.  

 

Perhaps Nokia could improve in the future by customizing models for young and fashion-aware 

female users. One of them suggested customized features like delicate, colorful, beautiful and 

feminine.  

 

 
 

Table 3 Appearance of Nokia according to Chinese customers 
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4.2.4 Function  

 

A great part of the respondents find Nokia phones very functional and practical. They also 

remark that Nokia pays attention to details and even one consumer says that the phones are 

―tailor made‖. There is a huge availability of accessories and the brand supports all kinds of 

software applications. There are, though, some complains about speed and sound, as well as 

screen problems. The good reception of the phones has also been mentioned as a good 

performance.  

 

 
 

Table 4 Functionality of Nokia 

 

4.2.5 Price 

 

Last, but still not of least importance, is the price- level of the products. Roughly all participants 

mention the price of the phones, say that they are worth for the money (23) even if the price level 

is not that low in general. They say that a good quality product usually never drops its value and 

cost. Many think that what they pay for a Nokia phone is considered low for what they get in 

class and performance (18). In general, no one openly complains about the price or feels 

dissatisfied.  

 

Nokia offer different price- level phones for also different needs and market segments. 

 

4.2.6 Overall Attitude of Nokia customers 

 

The following table is designed to picture all five key aspects of Nokia mobile phones. It 

illustrates the overall positive and negative attitude and experience of Chinese consumers. The 
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consumer in China. In other words, it gives us an understanding why and what sells (most) Nokia 

on the mobile phone market there. The results show the number of persons who have pointed at 

least one positive or negative aspect of Nokia brand. 140 (out of 200) respondents gave positive 

comments of Nokia‘s general quality and 15 complained about it. The brand image and function 

was supported by 84 and 69 respondents respectively. Only 7 (out of 200) were not satisfied with 

Nokia‘s functions. The appearance was less mentioned with 37 positive and 15 negatives 

remarks. The price levels of Nokia was only positively associated with the phones, where 57 of 

the respondents commented on it.  

 

To sum up the results, we could say that the quality of Nokia is the driving force behind its 

success among Chinese consumers. The positive brand image of Nokia convinces customers to 

opt for these phones through different social networks influence and strong face culture in China. 

Many participants admitted that they were loyal to the brand and would consider using it in the 

future as well. Customers find Nokia phones very functional but perhaps some improvements in 

the future could be done on the phones‘ visual appearance. Ultimately, the price aspect is least 

important as participants tend to accept it as it is. They agree that the high overall performance of 

Nokia is worth the price of the phones. Both appearance and price are least significant when a 

customer chooses a Nokia phone. 

 

 

 
 

Table 5 Overall brand attitude and experience of Nokia customers in China 
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5. Analysis 

5.1 Why Chinese Consumers chose Nokia 

 

Almost all global mobile phone firms would like to gain a share in Chinese market because 

China is the biggest market which also has a great potential. However, China is an emerging 

low-price market. According to Chang and Horng (2010) emerging low-price market is very 

unique and has its individuality. In this market, different regions and cities even small towns and 

villages have distinctive requests. Consequently, products, price and design need to be revised 

according to local circumstances. ―Particular consumer demand, diverse consumer taste, younger 

consumers, limited income, weak infrastructure, underdeveloped technologies and rapid market 

change‖ are the general characteristics of emerging low-price market (Chang and Horng, 2010 

cited from Mahajand & Banga, 2006). Unlike many other firms, Nokia was able to respond to 

this unique market demand and changed its strategy in order to adapt it. Therefore, Chinese 

consumers see that and choose Nokia as their first choice.  

 

Another major reason that Chinese consumer choose Nokia is due to some unique cultural 

characteristics.  As we mentioned before, collectivist culture – ―do what others do/ follow the 

crowd‖ is one of the distinctive characteristics of Chinese culture. If you walk into a mobile 

phone selling shop in China, it is common to find out that most consumers tend to ask the 

question ―do many people choose this phone?‖, if the answer is ―yes‖, then the consumer most 

likely will purchase that phone. Plus the strong brand effect of Nokia with great ―word of 

mouth‖, there is no reason that not to have one. The ―face culture‖ also makes Chinese 

consumers choose Nokia phones. It is easy to get into a situation that people ask you why not 

have a Nokia phone since everyone has it or has had it. It is likely to make someone loosing face 

if he or she does not own one.  

5.2 Can Nokia sit back and relax 

 

Up till now, Nokia may still be the biggest mobile phone maker around the globe with enviable 

revenues and profits. However, the company has started losing its market share since Apple 

iphone was introduced on the market.  

 

There are some predictions about Nokia‘s future which are not very positive. What is more, the 

company‘s latest financial report did not look good – the operating profits decreased by 26 

percent in the last quarter of 2010 and the net earnings dropped by 21 percent (Duncan, 2011). 

The new CEO of Nokia - Stephen Elop has also mentioned ―the mobile phone giant is ‗standing 

on a burning platform‘ surrounded by a fire of competition‖ (Business News Al Jazeera, 2011). 

Apple and Android rapidly caught up with Nokia and soon took over the market, the new CEO 

criticized Nokia for being too slow to respond to changes in trends (Business News Al Jazeera, 

2011). Moreover, Nokia is also facing competition from low cost local manufacturers. ―Nokia is 

getting squeezed both at the top and bottom segments from different breed of competitors‖ 

(Shah, 2010). Some Chinese no-name firms produce very cheap cell phone devices that threaten 

Nokia‘s low-end market. Apple‘s iphone smart phone is taking over the leading position in high-

end market. Other competitors like Samsung and HTC will never give Nokia a break either. 
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6. Conclusions and discussions 

Throughout this work, we have aimed to give understanding to our reader about Nokia‘s success 

in China. We have presented facts, provided explanations and ultimately evaluated our empirical 

data as a support. We have tried to be objective and critical and always search for ult imate 

information.  

 

By finish reading the thesis, the answer of two major research questions should be clear now. 

The successful strategies of Nokia are working with the locals, establishing strong brand image, 

maintaining customer satisfaction, prioritizing ―people first‖, offering diverse product portfolio, 

expanding broad distribution channels, localizing research and development centers and 

implementing low pricing – high quality strategy in the unique Chinese market. These successful 

strategies seemed to work well and attracted many customers. 

 

As we also mentioned above, the strong brand effect and ―word of mouth‖ are the most crucial 

factors to Chinese consumers. Nokia succeeded in building such a great brand image and was 

highly recommended by many loyal customers though ―word of mouth‖. What is more, Nokia 

understood well about the Chinese culture – ―face culture‖ by providing ―face phone‖ is a plus. 

These all explained the success of Nokia in China.  

 

The focus group and online survey provided a deeper understanding of Chinese consumers and 

can be used as reference by other international firms who would like to learn the Chinese culture 

and understand how to gain a share in the Chinese market.  

 

Nokia‘s unique approach in establishing plants and penetrating the market in China is a story 

worth telling. We cannot talk about the future of Nokia but we can be certain that many 

companies can learn from it and follow its strategy in the future. The Finnish company has been 

keen enough to realize that their success is dependent very much on their customers and the 

customers‘ values and needs. Important also to mention is the fact that Nokia approached 

Chinese market thoughtfully rather than universally. That has given Nokia a major market share 

and lots of loyal customers.    

 

The Chinese consumer has proved to be very diverse and often unpredictable. He has shown that 

he needs to be approached thoughtfully and individually. We have learned that not only the 

marketing strategy of a foreign company should be adapted to the local needs and beliefs, but 

also its products and services. Both research and experience has confirmed to us that the 

influence of Chinese culture plays a central role in their attitude and behavior. One cannot be 

successful on the Chinese market if culture and explicit values are being neglected. 

 

In conclusion, the two authors have come to the following match- points that good to remember. 

These are exclusively based on the authors‘ own research and data interpretations. 

 

 Nokia entered China through cooperation with local firms 

 The company adjusted its products to the particular needs of the Asian market- listened to 

them 

 Nokia managed to offer a product with high standard and performance for a reasonable 

price 
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 The brand image for high quality and status was needed and highly appreciated by the 

consumers 

 The simple but good-looking phones gained many supporters from different market 

segments  

 Customized phones - music phone/business phone/student phone... 

 "face phone" is designed for first level of business people 

 cheapest and simplest models for factory workers 

 " human technology" 

 Nokia can release the lowest price from 299RMB that no other well known companies 

can offer 

 
While we were working on this thesis, the mobile phone industry experienced great challenges 

where a whole new world of smartphones came onto the world scene. We, therefore, were forced 

to extend our research and face that harsh competition in progress. As the thesis ends here, we 

will not be able to follow further how Nokia will respond to the new rivalry. It is hard, almost 

impossible to make predictions but what is clear, is that the company needs to develop highly 

competitive products that are even one step ahead the others‘.  This will draw back the younger 

and wealthier market segment in China which pursues traditional but mostly international values. 
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Appendices  

 

1. Survey examples 

 

No.1 

用户名：liaoqiangangel  ip:115.228.*.13 2011-05-10 12:34    
 

诺基亚(手机)  产品质量 

标签：感受诺基亚智能手机 

一提及手机。很多朋友都会认为诺基亚是他们不错的选择，的确，早年的诺基亚手机是很

好，耐摔，耐用，电池时间长等等。但现在的诺基亚智能手机，但现在的诺基亚，一味追

求智能化，多样化，而质量方面却越来越差，现在的塞班机，死机，白屏，电池时间短，

不开机，软件故障，等等一系列问题，让很多消费者很头疼，刚买的新手机，就出现这样

，那样的问题，而且价格都千元以上，从而我们不得不重新审视诺基亚这当今第一销量品

牌，而相反，现在的安卓智能系统手机折快速发展，让我们又有的新的选择，对手机进阶

又有个根本性的变化，高性能，高稳定的安卓系统进阶我们的生活，诺基亚的塞班路还有

多远，如果诺基亚手机还以现在的陼多问题，继续发展，我们是是否还选择诺基亚？ 
 

 

When we talk about mobile phones, most of my friends think Nokia is a good option. Indeed, 

early Nokia phones were really good, like broken- resistant, durable and the battery has a long 

life. But the recent Nokia phones, especially smart phones are not as good as early phones. It 

seems the quality goes down and that disappoints a little bit consumers. I think Nokia should 

really pay attention to it; otherwise we are not sure whether we still would choose Nokia as our 

favorite brand. 

No.2 

用户名：yhs768598581  ip:110.230.*.8 2011-04-30 16:53    
 

诺基亚(手机)  质量不错，就是待机短一点 

标签：方便 服务 质量 待机 价格 

我用的就是诺基亚的手机，来看看我用的感受吧：1方便 

前一阵子充电器坏了，随便去一个地方就有卖的，大家都知道这个牌子的好多东西都是通

用的要是一家都用的话旧更方便了。 2 耐用 

用了好几年了，还挺好用的，想什么按键之类的就美坏过，而且摔过好几次了3 性价比高 

刚开始我买了个CECT的，一个月坏了6到7次，我真想扔了去。但是这个就还没坏过 

http://1diaocha.com/BrandVane/BrandCommentDetail_318.html
http://1diaocha.com/BrandVane/BrandCommentDetail_318.html
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虽然价格高点单也值了呀。4 待机短 

这可能是他比较明显的缺点了，只能待机两天两夜，对于老上网的人来说半天就没电了 5 

功能不错 

有智能拼音，字体大按键特好使。国外的这几个打牌子还是最喜欢这个，下次还买支持到

底 
 

 

I would like to share my experience with Nokia: 1. Accessible, it  is easy to find the components 

of the phone in case some components are broken. 2. Durable, I have been using Nokia for many 

years, nothing is going wrong and it is resistant. 3. Good for money, I bought a CECT phone 

(local brand) a few years ago, I had to repair it every month. However, my Nokia phone works 

well and nothing goes wrong since I bought it. 4. The life of battery is a bit short; this is the only 

thing I dislike about my phone. 5. Very functional, easy to use with comfortable keypad, I guess 

I will buy a Nokia phone again since it is my favorite brand among all foreign mobile phone 

brands.  

No.3 

用户名：466680380  ip:113.79.*.197 2011-02-20 18:33    
 

诺基亚(手机)  诺基亚 

标签：质量 

从我的第一部手机到现在，我只用过诺基亚。从我的父亲到我的最小的妹妹，我们只用过

诺基亚。对于我们的专一，我们一直很引以为傲，因为诺基亚手机真的都不会让我们失望

。它们耐用、经摔、待机时间长，使用期间根本不用麻烦主人送它去维修，更重要的是不

管走到哪里都能轻而易于的借到诺基亚的充电器。接下来的岁月里，诺基亚将会陪伴更多

的拥护者。 
 

 

I never use other mobile phone brands except Nokia. From my father to my youngest sister, the 

whole family uses only Nokia phones. We are loyal customers of Nokia and it never lets us 

down. We like Nokia because it is durable and resistant with great performance. Its charger can 

be used for any model as long as it is a Nokia phone. We believe more and more consumers will 

choose Nokia.  

No.4 

用户名：conan0823wa  ip:59.62.*.42 2010-02-01 15:51    
 

诺基亚(手机)  产品质量好，功能齐全 

标签：诺基亚5300 

http://1diaocha.com/BrandVane/BrandCommentDetail_318.html
http://1diaocha.com/BrandVane/BrandCommentDetail_318.html
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以前不喜欢诺基亚的，比较喜欢三星和索爱等外观好看的机子，后来才发现三星商务用机

，索爱功能多，但是功能和质量还是比不上诺基亚，自己用过一款诺基亚的，受男朋友的

熏陶觉得诺基亚超好。如果不是喜欢经常更换手机或者是学生白领一族，最好选款实用功

能齐全的机子最好。强力推荐诺基亚的智能机。接下来的目标是诺基亚N97，看了绯闻少

女后超爱侧滑，外观好看而且是智能机 
 

 

I did not like Nokia phones before but I liked Samsung and Sony Ericsson because of the good 

appearance. Later, I found out that their quality just could not compete with Nokia‘s, especially 

the functions. I am still using a Nokia phone since my boyfriend recommended. I will buy Nokia 

N97 next time, it looks attractive to me.  

No.5 

用户名：lsl198926  ip:117.136.*.151 2009-06-02 21:52    
 

诺基亚(手机)  质量不错，速度有点慢 

标签：诺基亚 

品牌不错这一直都是认可的，只是感觉速度有点慢，特别是上面存的东西多一点，就更慢

。如果从使用寿命上来说，选择它是对的，现在流行的一句话就是―诺基亚手机摔不烂‖。

大家购买手机，不管什么品牌，都要从多方面去考虑。 
 

 

Nokia is such a trustworthy brand and I am sure everybody knows that. I just feel the phone 

sometimes responds a bit slow especially if you download a lot of stuff. However, it would still 

be the best choice. Now, there is a saying ―you can never break Nokia phones‖. Anyway, I 

suggest people should consider different factors when purchasing a mobile phone.  

No.6 

用户名：longhai  ip:60.14.*.63 2009-04-12 08:17    
 

诺基亚(手机)  对比比较重，我觉得它更值得信赖 

标签：诺基亚手机 

Nokia 

手机品质值得信赖…手机较人性化…对于索爱等机器…具有性价比较高的特点…在抵制日

韩货的今天…国产手机的不争气…使用NOKIA不失是一种好的选择…智能手机塞班S60系

统，其开放平台，可有更多的第三方软件…但是Nokia在中国大陆的手机做工普遍不如三

星 LG 

等手机…同时屏幕也应当有所提升…不能总停留在240*320这个曾次上…总得说nokia的手
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机让人信赖 
 

Nokia is reliable, customized for individual needs. It is good- for- money compared to Sony 

Ericsson.  I do not like any Japanese or Korean brands and our local brands are not as good as 

foreign brands. Therefore, Nokia is a good option. However, the screen of Nokia phones are not 

as good as LG or Samsung, I hope it can improve it. Anyway, Nokia is trustworthy compared to 

other brands.  

 

No.7 

用户名：Aurora-8909  ip:60.219*.11 2009-04-12 00:46    
 

诺基亚(手机)  质量好，性价比好 

标签：诺基亚 

我周围绝大多数人都是用的诺基亚的牌子，价钱各个段也都有。。。为什么大家都买它呢 

我问过很多人 答案有很多 

像什么好看，功能多，够酷，够玄。。。。但总少不了一点，就是结实 抗摔 

而且是我的亲身经验  

不过个人觉得 

便宜的比贵的反而更抗使一些，不知道是不是因为高档了，就娇气了。。。。。 
   

 

Most of my friends are using Nokia phones because they have different price levels. Why 

everyone is using Nokia? I asked many people, the answer is: it is functional, stylish, resistant 

and durable. From my experience, the phone with simple functions works better than higher class 

phones.  

No.8 

用户名：aiqinhai7  ip:121.8.*.65 2009-04-01 18:47    
 

诺基亚(手机)  产品质量好，服务完备到位，但价格高 

标签：诺基亚 

我最喜欢的手机就是诺基亚,真的,品质很好,性能也是在所有的手机行业中很好的,而且是个

国际性的名牌,很多人都在用,也很流行,款式也非常多,有很多的价位提供给我们选择,让我

们可以根据自身情况挑选合适的品牌,而且市场中很容易找到相应的附件配件,电池原厂的

很好,很耐用,而且在稳定性方面也做的十分出色,接收信号的能力非常强.而且抗震能力也不

错. 
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My favorite mobile phone brand is Nokia, great quality and functional. The quality is the best 

among all mobile phone brands. Plus Nokia is a foreign brand and it is popular in China. Nokia 

offers different price levels, style and function; you can always find what you want. The system 

is stable with good performance. The calling quality and signal are excellent; you can never 

break Nokia phones.  

 

 

No.9 

用户名：qiangqiang521  ip:183.71.*.24 2011-01-19 12:35    
 

诺基亚(手机)  耐用，实惠 

标签：5320 

优点： 

我是08年10月买的，总的来说，还是很不错的，绝对耐摔，软件基本都能用，电池的话

，待机时间还好两三天能用，玩游戏和听音乐最多坚持一天，像素不高，上网也不错，基

本这样。 缺点： 

容易掉漆，我的不到一年就掉得不像样了，音乐外放不好很差，屏幕太小，这手机刚开始

用时很好，不死机，不过现在基本上一天死三次，悲剧 总结： 正考虑买新手机中 
 

 

Strength: I bought a Nokia phone in October 2008 and the quality of the phone is (still) good. It 

functions well and the life of the battery is OK. Weakness: the sound of the music is not good 

enough; the screen is too small and it often blocks (it did not block when I bought it). 

Conclusion: I am thinking to change it with a new phone.  

 

2. Survey results 

 

Number of 

Respondent Quality Brand image Appearance  Function Price 

1 short battery  

 

good  weak sound effect 

 2 resistance very good classic practical 

 3 resistance 

 

small screen 

  

 

short battery 

  

weak sound effect 

 

 

never blocks 

    4 resistance trust worthy 

 

very functional 

 5 water proof 

 

good  

  

6 short battery 

 

gruff very functional 

low price/high 

quality 
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7 long battery 

  

practical low price/ quality 

8 water proof 

   

low price/ high 

quality 

 

resistance 

    

 

short battery 

    9 resistance/speed 

    10 resistance loyalty  

   

 

long battery 

    11 instability /slow loyalty  

   12 water proof loyalty  

   

 

resistance 

    13 

  

too heavy very functional 

 

14 

  

small screen very functional 

low price/ high 

quality  

15 

good 

performance very good  

 

very functional 

low price/ high 

quality  

16 resistance 

 

small screen weak sound effect 

low price/ high 

quality 

17 

  

good  simple functions 

low price/ high 

quality 

18 short battery 

 

big screen very functional 

 

   

too heavy 

  19 resistance loyalty  

   

 

good 

performance 

    20 resistance 

 

good 

  

 

good 

performance 

    

21 

good 

performance 

    22 

 

loyalty  

 

very functional 

 23 

 

very good 

   

  
trust worthy 

  

low price/ high 
quality 

24 

  

too heavy very functional 

 25 resistance 

    

 

good service 

    

26 resistance 

   

low price/ high 

quality 

 

short battery 

    

27 

good 

performance trust worthy 

   28 long battery 

  

very functional 
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29 resistance loyalty  

   

30 resistance very good 

  

low price/ high 

quality 

31 

    

low price/ high 

quality 

32 

 

very good  

 

very functional 

 33 good reception 

    

 

good 

performance 

    

 

high speed 

    

34 

good 

performance 

    

 

good service 

    35 resistance 

    

 

water proof 

    

36 

good 

performance 

 

good 

  37 high speed very good 

 

very functional 

 

 

long battery 

    

38 short battery 

  

very functional 

low price/ high 

quality 

 

bad 

performance 

    39 long battery 

 

good good sound effect 

 

40 resistance 

 

classic 

 

low price/ high 

quality 

41 resistance high class good 

 

high price/ high 

quality 

42 short battery 

 

good 

  43 

  

big screen very functional 

 

44 resistance 

   

low price/ high 

quality 

45 

  

good good sound effect 

 46 

   

very functional worth the money 

47 good service very good 

   

48 resistance 

word of 

mouth 

   49 water proof loyalty  

   50 short battery 

   

worth the money 

 

good 

performance 

    51 long battery loyalty  

 

very functional 

 52 

 

word of 
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mouth 

53 resistance 

  

very functional  worth the money 

54 durability  

 

classic 

  

 

resistance 

    55 weak key pad 

    56 resistance loyalty  

 

very functional 

 57 resistance 

   

worth for money 

58 resistance 

   

low price/ high 

quality 

59 

good 

performance very good 

   60 water proof loyalty  

   

 

good service 

    61 

 

loyalty  

 

very functional 

 62 resistance loyalty  

   

 

good 

performance 

    63 resistance 

  

good reception 

 

 

water proof 

    64 durability  

    65 

 

brand effect 

   

66 

good 

performance 

   

worth for money 

67 resistance 

    68 resistance loyalty  

   69 resistance 

   

low price 

70 

 

brand image 

   

  

loyalty  

   71 

  

customized 

  

72 

bad 

performance 

    

 

bad after 

service 

    

73 resistance 

word of 

mouth 

   74 resistance 

 

fashionable 

 

reasonable price 

75 long battery 

 

classic very functional 

 

76 

good 

performance 

  

very functional 

 77 resistance 

 

old fashioned  

  78 resistance 

  

very functional 

 79 good loyalty  
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performance 

80 

   

customized  

 

81 

good 

performance loyalty  

   82 resistance/ good 

    83 resistance good image 

   84 

   

very functional 

 

85 

 

word of 

mouth 

 

very functional 

 86 

  

good  customized  

 87 

    

reasonable price 

88 durability  

    

 

good 

performance 

    89 

 

strong image 

   

  

sign of 

quality 

   90 

    

worth for money 

     

customized 

91 

  

weak design 

  92 long battery 

    

 

resistance 

    93 durability 

  

great sound effect 

 94 long battery promotion  

 

very functional 

 95 high speed 

 

fashionable 

 

worth for money 

96 

    

low price 

97 

 

brand effect 

 

very functional 

 98 

   

very functional worth for money 

99 durability loyalty  classic 

  

100 

good 

performance 

 

old fashioned  

 

worth for money 

101 durability 

 

old fashioned  

  

 

long battery 

    102 

   

very functional 

 103 durability customized 

   104 durability loyalty  

   

  

word of 

mouth 

   105 resistance loyalty  

   

106 

good 

performance 

    107 

  

fashionable 
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108 resistance 

 

good, unique 

design very functional 

 

109 

good 

performance 

 

good, simple 

design very functional 

 

110 

 

word of 

mouth 

 

slow/ overloaded 

 

111 

good 

performance loyalty  

   112 resistance 

    

 

durability 

    

113 

good 

performance 

 

classic 

  

 

good service 

    114 

   

very functional worth for money 

115 long battery 

   

low price 

116 

 

experience and 

 satisfaction 

  

117 

good 

performance 

    118 resistance 

  

very functional 

 

119 

good 

performance 

 

wear away 

  120 resistance 

 

nice design 

  121 durability 

  

very functional 

 

 

resistance 

  

customized 

 122 durability top sell 

   

123 

good 

performance 

  

good sound effect 

 124 resistance 

 

nice design screen problem, slow 

    

power game function 

 

125 

bad after 

service 

    126 resistance 

  

software update 

 

127 durability 

word of 

mouth 

 

practical 

 128 durability 

  

practical 

 

    

customized 

 129 durability trust worthy 

   130 resistance 

  

functional 

 

131 

 

worth of 

 mouth 

 

worth for money 

  

loyalty 

   132 good loyalty 
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performance 

133 

  

fashionable practical 

 134 

 

loyalty 

   135 good service 

    

 

resistance 

    136 resistance 

    

 

durability 

    137 

  

classic functional 

 138 

 

strong 

  

worth for money 

139 

 

strong white screen  SMS-slow 

 140 water proof trust worthy simple design 

  

 

resistance 

    141 

 

trust worthy 

  

customized  

142 

good 

performance 

   

worth for money 

143 resistance strong 

   

144 

good 

performance 

  

easy to operate 

 

 

good reception 

    145 resistance 

    

 

durability 

    146 

   

functional reasonable price 

147 resistance 

  

very functional reasonable price 

 

long battery 

    

148 

good 

performance 

  

weak 

 

149 

good 

performance 

    

 

long battery 

    150 perfect loyalty simple design 

  151 

   

functional 

 152 resistance 

    

 

durability 

    

153 

 

word of 

mouth 

   154 long battery trust worthy fashionable 

  

 

good 

performance loyalty 

   

155 

good 

performance 

  

software 

update/download worth for money 

 

high speed 

    

 

good service 
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156 

good 

performance 

 

good  functional worth for money 

157 resistance good 

fashionable, 

stylish tailor made  

 

 

durability 

    

 

good 

performance 

    

158 

 

experience 

  

low price/ high 

quality 

159 resistance experience good 

 

reasonable price 

160 resistance 

  

functional 

 

 

water proof 

    161 long battery trust worthy 

   162 resistance loyalty 

   163 durability loyalty 

   

 

resistance 

    

164 resistance 

   

low price/ high 

quality 

      165 resistance loyalty 

   

 

durability 

    166 durability 

   

worth for money 

 

resistance 

    167 durability good reputation 

  

 

good service loyalty 

   

168 

 

strong 

 

practical 

different price 

levels 

169 

good 

performance loyalty 

   170 resistance 

  

practical 

 171 water proof 

   

low price 

172 resistance loyalty stylish easy to operate low price 

 

long battery 

    173 resistance 

    

 

good 

performance 

    174 good service 

 

classic 

 

worth for money 

175 good service loyalty 

  

reasonable price 

176 

good 

performance experience 

   

177 resistance 

word of 

mouth 

  

worth for money 

 

good service 
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178 

good 

performance 

   

low price/ high 

quality 

179 resistance reliable 

   

  

word of 

mouth 

   180 

 

experience 

 

functional 

 181 durability 

  

simple but good worth for money 

 

resistance 

    182 bad service loyalty 

   

 

good 

performance 

    183 short battery resistance good 

  

184 

good 

performance 

 

stylish 

 

low price 

185 

 

trust worthy 

 

simple but good 

 186 

 

reliable 

 

high speed 

 

    

easy to operate 

 187 resistance 

  

functional 

 188 resistance experience 

   

  

loyalty 

   189 good service gives face 

 

functional 

 190 

    

stable price 

191 

 

loyalty  

   192 

 

experience 

 

customized 

 193 

 

loyalty  

   

  

word of 

mouth 

   

194 

good 

performance 

    

 

resistance 

    195 good service trust worthy 

 

functional worth for money 

196 resistance 

word of 

mouth 

   

  

experience 

   197 good service trust worthy classic 

  

 

good 

performance 

    198 resistance 

   

worth for money 

 

water proof 

    

199 

good 

performance loyalty 

   200 durability very good 

 

functional worth for money 

 


